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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the real second order scalar equation 
where g(x) is a sufficiently regular odd function andf(t) is 2a-periodic, even, 
and odd-harmonic. (A periodic function is odd-harmonic if it satisfies 
f(t -t 7-P) = -f(t), h w ere T is the period.) It has been shown that if the 
derivative, g’(x) satisfies appropriate restrictions, (1.1) will have a unique 
2rr-periodic solution for each value of E, which will also be even and odd- 
harmonic (cf. [I and 31). 
Let the harmonic solution just described be denoted by x(t, E). The 
associated variation equation is 
y” + g’(x(t, E)) y T= 0 U.2) 
and is linear with an even, n-periodic coefficient. We suppose that for 
E = E0 the solutions of (1.2) are periodic with period a multiple of rr, i.e., 
its characteristic multipliers have the form 
where p and 4 are relatively prime integers with 0 < p < Q. In this case the 
solutions of (1.2) have period 2q 7r. If p is even and q is odd, they also have 
period qn-, while if p is odd, they have period 2qn and are odd-harmonic. 
It then becomes of interest to seek out solutions of (1.1) for E near E,, which 
* The research for this paper was supported m part by the U. S. Army Research 
Of&e, Durham, Grant No. AD-ARO-D-31-124-G1154. 
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are subharmonics, i.e., solutions of least period 2prr near to x(t, E,) having 
for small values of (E - E,) the asymptotic form 
N = x(t, E,) + (E - E,)’ q(t) + o(E - E,)’ 
where Y is a positive rational number and xi(t) is a solution of (1.2). 
(1.3) 
The method of investigation is by implicit function methods. In most 
cases it will be necessary to go far beyond the simplest situation of the 
fundamental Jacobian being nonzero and to study cases which involve 
fractional-power series, Newton polygons, etc. In this connection see the 
book of Vainberg and Trenogin [4] and the author’s memoir [2]. The first 
two chapters of [4] contain an excellent presentation of the implicit function 
theorem in higher cases. 
The ultimate existence of the subharmonic solutions in question is proved 
by showing the existence of a number of solutions of the equations 
F([, 7, C) = 0, G(l, 7, G) = 0 near to .$ = 7 = E = 0. (The functions F 
and G are defined below.) For larger values of the integers p and 4 there 
will of necessity be a large number of such solutions, and this involves 
the computation of derivatives of F and G of high order. It seems necessary 
to compute derivatives of order q - 1 if p and q are both odd, and of order 
2q - 1 if either p or q is even. For this reason it does not seem possible to 
give definite answers to the question of existence for other than small values 
of p and q. The complications of the problem increase rapidly, although at 
each stage only a finite number of conditions have to be satisfied. 
Let the initial conditions of x(t, E,,) be x = A, , x’ = 0. Let x(t, [,T, E) 
be that solution of (1.1) with E = E. + E and with initial conditions 
x(0, 5,~, l ) = z4, + 6, ~‘(0, [,T, 6) = 7. Thus x(t, 0, 0,O) = x(t, E,). We 
also use the notation x,(t) for x(t, E,). We define the functions F([, 7, l ) and 
G([, 7, l ) by the relations 
(1.4) 
The solution x(t, 5, q, 6) will be a subharmonic solution of the type sought if 
and only if F(5, 7, c) = G(f, 7, c) = 0. Since F(0, 0,O) = G(0, 0,O) = 0, 
we are led to use the implicit function theorem and/or generalizations of it 
to obtain solutions of the system F = G = 0 for 5 and 7 as functions of E. 
We shall also study the stability of the subharmonic solutions determined. 
By this we mean a determination of the behavior for small E of the charac- 
teristic multipliers of the variation equation 
Y” + g’($>> y =; 0, (1.5) 
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where x(t) = x(t, 5, 7, 6) is a subharmonic solution whose existence has 
been determined. The period of Eq. (1.5) is 2qn. For E = 0, the 
characteristic multipliers of (1 S) are both + 1, and for small E # 0, they 
will be either real and separated by 1 or nonreal of absolute value 1. The first 
of these two cases will imply instability of the subharmonic. The second case 
will be called the stable case, and the solutions will be stable in the sense that 
if Eq. (1.1) is perturbed by the addition of a small linear damping term 
6x’ (6 > 0) to the left member, the corresponding subharmonic solutrons 
~111 be asymptotically stable. A small damping perturbation will not destroy 
the instability in the first case. 
Finally, we indicate why a large number of solutions to the system 
F = G = 0 is to be expected. One solution that will always exist is the 
harmonic solution x(t, E) = x(t, Ea + 6). This will appear as a solution 
of period 2qn since it has period 27r. This solution will always be stable in the 
above sense. Now suppose that x(t) is a solution of period 2qn. Because of the 
periodicity of Eq. (1.1) the functions x(t + 27r), x(t + 477),..., x(t + 2(p - 1)~) 
will also be solutions and will have the same stability as x(t). In addition, 
the structure of (1.1) implies that the functions -x(t + rr), -x(t + 37r),..., 
-x(t + (2q - 1)~) ~111 be solutrons, again with the same stability as .x(t). 
When p and q are both odd, the last q solutrons are identical with the first q 
(x(t) z -x(t + qn-)), but in the remaining cases, all 2q solutions are distinct. 
It is found that in all but a small number of cases, the subharmonics 
exist only for E > 0 or for E < 0 but not both. In such a case there should 
be as many stable solutions as unstable. Hence there will have to be 2q 
solutions (q stable and q unstable) when p and q are both odd and 4q solutions 
(2q stable and 2q unstable) when either p or q is even. In cases where solutions 
exist for both positive and negative E, only q (or 2q) are required. For such a 
situation the subharmonics appear to be always unstable. 
In the discussion which follows only two cases (p/q = l/3, and p/q = l/2) 
are treated completely. The higher cases are discussed with possibilities 
for existence and stability indicated. 
In the course of the development it is necessary to obtain considerable 
information on the solutions of the variation Equation (1.2) and on solutions 
of related nonhomogeneous periodic equations. Some of these results may 
be of Independent interest. 
2. RESULTS ON THE VARIATION EQUATION AND RELATED 
NONHOMOGENEOUS EQUATIONS 
The purpose of this section is to study the variation equation 
Yb + d(%W>Y = 0 (2.1) 
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and the related nonhomogeneous equation 
Y” + ~‘c%W)Y = w (2.2) 
In (2.1) and (2.2), x0(t) = x(t, E,) is the 2n-periodic solution of (1.1) with 
E = E, . By hypothesis, x,,(t) is even and odd-harmomc. The coefficient 
g’(x,,(t)) is therefore an even a-periodic function. It is assumed that the 
characteristic multipliers of (2.1) considered as a r-periodic equation, 
are e*Lflnlq where p and 4 are relatively prime integers with 0 < p < 4. 
In (2.2) the function k(t) is to be 2qr-periodic. It is always assumed that 
g’(xo(t)) and K(t) are sufficiently regular. Usually this means that they are 
contmuous, but it is at times desirable to assume merely precewrse contmuity 
(e.g., in a case where g(x) in (1.1) is piecewise linear). 
For the remainder of this paper we shall denote by v(t) and 4(t) the two 
solutrons of (2.1) which satisfy the initial condrtions 
v(O) = 1, v’(O) = 0; 4(O) = 0, f(O) = 1. 
Because g’(xO(t)) is an even function, 9(t) is an even function and #(t) is an 
odd function. Because there is no term m y’ m (2.1), the Wronskran, 
p)(t) #‘(t) - p)‘(t) 1+5(t), 1s identically equal to one. Because the coefficient 
g’(x,,(t)) 1s m-periodic, the functrons p)(t + V) and #(t + n) are also solutrons of 
(2.1) and are hence linear combinations of v(t) and 4(t). 
Differentiation gives 
If we set t = -42 in the above, and use the fact that 9) and I/J’ are even 
while p’ and 4 are odd, we find that 
Kl = Ka = 94742) v5’67/2) + v’(+? 1c1W)> K2 = 294742) qqn-/2) 
Ka = VW4 v+P). 
If we set t = 0, we obtain Kl = q(n), K, = v’(r), KS = #(n), K4 = #‘(IT). 
Now because the characterrstic multipliers are e+zpnlQ, and since v(n) = F(n), 
we must have 
$D(n-) = yq%-) = cospn/q. (2.3) 
As a result, the product v’(r) I/J(~) = I&X) #‘(rr) - 1 = cos2( pm/~) - 1 = 
-sina( pn/q) # 0 since 0 < p < 4. As a result, neither KS nor KS is zero, 
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so that all four of p(r/2), 9~‘(77/2), #(n/2), and #‘(7r/2) are nonzero. Let (11 and 
,!I be defined by 
9474) = a cos( p77/2q), t4-42) = B sin( P4W (2.4) 
The symbols 01 and ,6 will denote these quantities throughout the paper. 
The two relations 
co4 x47) = d70 Yw$) + 9J’b7/2) 9+/2h 
1 = d7d2) cG’w3 - 4)‘(7@) $@d2h 
give 9(rr/2) #‘(n/2) = cos2( e/29) and v’(x/2) #(r/2) = -sin2(@/2q). 
Using (2.4) we see that 
747d2) = - (1 /P) sin( P49), #‘(7r/2) = (l/a) cos( p7~/2g). (2.5) 
The values of K, and KS then give that 
d4 = -b/B) sin( P-h), Ijl(4 = (814 si4 P/P). (2.6) 
A requirement that can be imposed on g’(x) to guarantee the existence of 
the periodic solutions x(t, E) is that the range of g’(x) be confined to the 
interval between two consecutive square integers. If we have (n - 1)2 < 
g’(x) < n2 for all x, the Sturm oscillation theory implies that the solution 
p)(t) of (2.1) will have ~(~72) > 0 if n = 1 or 4 (mod 4) and y(?r/2) < 0 if 
n = 2 or 3 (mod 4), while the solution #(t) will have #(z-/2) > 0 if n = 1 or 
2 (mod 4) and #(a/2) < 0 if n = 3 or 4 (mod 4). p)(t) will have [n/2] zeros 
on (0, r/2) while 4(t) will have [(n - 1)/2] zeros on that interval. In general, 
we shall say that Eq. (2.1) is in the n-th stability region (as with the Mathieu 
equation) if IJI and # have, respectively, [n/2] and [(n - I)/21 zeros on (0, n/2). 
The algebraic signs of the quantities 01 and /3 are then determined by the 
congruence of n (mod 4). 
If (2.1) is in the n-th stability region, let pi/q = n - (p/q) if n is even and 
let p,/q = (p/p) + n - 1 if n is odd. Thus pi/q lies between (n - 1) and 1z 
and is distant (p/q) from whichever of n and (n - 1) is even. Also 
I W Pd%)l = sin( P+?7) and I COS(P,7&)l = c@42d- 
We now consider a “polar coordinate” representation of?(t) and #(t). Let 
r(t)2 = p&)2 + aqqt)2. 
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Clearly r(t)a is always positive since v and 4 can never vanish simultaneously, 
and it is an even function. We shall show that r(Q2 is r-periodic. 
r(t + Try = pp(t + 7r)2 + a”$qt + 73) 
= B”(d4 dt) + T’(n) w>2 + &w P(t) + 9+) at))” 
= s2( cos $ y(t) - F sin 5 #(t))l 
P + a2 (, sin $- v(t) + cos y #(t))’ 
= P”~(q” + a2$qQ2 
= r(t)2. 
Now define the functron 6(t) by the relations 
I B I FJ(t) = w cos w>, 1 01 I $(t) = r(t) sin e(t), 
where r(t) is the positrve square root of am. The function 0(t) satisfies the 
equation 
d6/dt = 1 c& l/r(t)2. 
This follows from differentiation of 
which gives 
tan 6J = i 4P I MtYdt)l 
whence 
sec2w = I 4P I CfG> VW) - W 9Wlldt)2~ 
= j + 1 g?(t)-2 =1 a/p jp-(t)-2 sec2 8,
8’ = 1 a~ 1 r(t)-2. 
If we set e(O) = 0, we have that 8(t) is a strictly increasing odd function 
of t. When t = n/2, in order that p)(t) and y%(t) have the correct values, we 
have B(rr/2) = p&29, and we also find similarly that e(r) = p,a/q. This 
also makes 9 and 4 have the proper number of zeros on (0,742). If we write 
e(t) in the form 
e(t) = wd + 4), 
we find that w(t) is n-periodic and odd with w(O) = w(7~/2) = 0. 
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We shall have much use in the future for the representations of v(t) and 
#(t) in the form 
v(t) = (l/l P 1) r(t) cm e(t), 
#(t) = (l/l a :) r(t) sm f?(t). 
(2.7) 
We now turn our attention to the nonhomogeneous Eq. (2.2). The right 
member k(t) is to have period 2qrr which means that Its Fourier series involves 
terms of the form 
c0Wq) and sin(nt/q). 
We shall say that a 2qrr-periodtc function is in the frequency class m, 
0 < m < q if all its terms involve cosines and sines of (nt/q) where n = km 
(mod 2q). Thus a r-perrodlc function is in class 0, a 2r-periodic odd-harmomc 
function is in class q. 
Note that the functions p)(t) and $(t) are 2qz--perrodic and are m frequency 
class p. Thus v(t) has in its Fourier series cosine terms with frequencies 
P/4, 2 It (P/Q), 4 i- (p/q),*.* and #(t) has in its Fourier series sine terms 
with the same frequencies. This is most easdy seen by noting that r(t) is in 
class 0, and that cos 0(t) and sin 0(t) are in class p. This last follows from 
e(t) = ( p,t/qJ + w(t) so that 
cos e(t) = cos w(t) cos( plt/ql) - sin( plt/ql) sin w(t); 
cos w(r) and sin w(t) are in class 0 whde cos(p,t/q,) and sin(prt/qJ are clearly 
in class p. The trlgonmetrrc identities for multiplication of sines and cosines 
show that the product of a function of class 0 with a function of class p is 
a function of class p. 
LEMMA 1. Let k(t) in (2.2) be in frequency class m, where m zs any integer 
0 < m < q but m # p. Then the solution of (2.2) is 
Y = W(t)) + w(t) + cd(t), w3) 
where L(k(t)) is a uniquely determined function in frequency class m. Moreover, 
if k(t) is even or odd, L(k(t)) is even or odd, respectively. 
Proof. The function 
(1 @ 1 p)(t) + z 1 M 1 4(t)) exp(--zp,t/q) = r(t) ezwu) IS n-periodic. 
Let its Fourier series be 
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The Fourier series of p)(t) and #(t) can be found from the real and imaginary 
parts of the series for r(t) ezett) = 1 Yre z(P1/*+zL)t. The y’s are real because r(t} 
1s an even function and w(t) is an odd function. Hence 
The general solution of (2.2) is 
Suppose that k(t) is a single term, k(t) = cos(bt/p) where b = &m (mod 2~). 
The integrand becomes 
d+ ynyz sin[(p,/q)(t - s) + 2Zt - 2ns] cos(bs/q) 
Integration from 0 to t gives terms in cos(21 - 2n & b/q)t and terms in 
cos[2Z + (pJq)]t. The latter form a multiple of q(t). The former are all m 
the frequency class m, so that the solution is an even function in frequency 
class m plus a linear combination of q(t) and z/(t). By the same reasoning, if 
k(t) is any even function in frequency class m, the solution is an even function 
in class m plus a linear combination of p)(t) and a)(t). Similar reasoning also 
covers the cases where k(t) is an odd function and where it is a general 
periodic function. This completes the proof. 
Remark. We could consider an extension of frequency class m(m # p) 
to include all functions which are products of polynomials in t with functions 
in frequency class m. The same reasoning shows that if k(t) is in this extended 
class, the solution has the same form with L(k(t)) also in the extended class, 
with no increase m the degree of any polynomial. 
We now consider the situation when k(t) is in frequency class p. We can 
always write k(t) in the form 
k(t) = k,(t) + A&) + Wt), 
where k,(t) is orthogonal to both v(t) and z/(t) on (0,2prr). We shall find that 
the terms AT(t) and B+(t) will give rise to “secular” terms in the solution 
of (2.2). 
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LEMMA 2. Let k(t) in (2.2) be in frequency cluss P, and let 
k(t) = ko(t) + 4(t) + @b(t), (2.9) 
where k,(t) is orthogonal to both p)(t) and $(t). Then the solution of (2.2) has 
the form 
y(t) = L,(k(t)) +(9 - 9, j;‘2+)z ds + cp&> +q,V), (2.10) 
where L,(k(t)) is a uniquely determined function in frequency class p which is 
orthogonal to both p)(t) and #(t), and is even OY odd according as k is eves OY odd. 
Proof. Because of the orthogonality of k, to both 9) and 9, the part of the 
solution due to k,(t) wrll be 2qn-periodrc. Smce the arbitrary part of the 
solution is a linear combination of v(t) and y%(t), the part orthogonal to both v 
and 9 is uniquely determined by k,(t). The part orthogonal to g, and # will 
clearly be even or odd according as k, is even or odd. 
Now consider the equation 
Y0 + d(xo(t))Y = dt)* 
A particular solution 1s 
s t o (v(s) W -~44 v(t)> v(s)ds
= id0 j; dsJ2 ds - v(t) j: 44 W ds 
w t =-- 
s w2 0 
r(s)2 ds + $ i” TV cos 26(s) ds 
0 
VW 
s 
t -- 
21431 0 
Ye sin 20(s) ds 
w> t 1 
= - s w2 0 m2 ds + 2p2 , cr / J’ 
t r(t) TV sin(@(t) - 20(s)) ds. o 
The latter integrand is a sum of terms of the form 
sin[(P,/q)(t - 2s) + 2mt + 2ns] 
and its integral is a sum of terms of the form 
coamt It (PWI 
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and so IS an even function in the frequency class p. Since TV does not have 
mean value zero, the first integral has the form 
t 
-I 
-24TI 
%?7 - 0 
TV ds + an odd rr-periodic functron 
r(~)~ ds + an odd rr-periodic function. 
The first term is therefore of the form 
t+(t) n/2 
-1 d” 0 Ye ds + an even functron in frequency class p. 
This shows that the contribution to the solution of the term AT(t) is 
y j:” Ye ds + an even periodic function in frequency class p. 
By similar reasoning it follows that the part of the solution due to the 
term B+(t) is 
Btp(t) n/2 -___ 
n-a2 J TV ds + an odd periodic function in frequency class p. 0 
The parts of the periodic function orthogonal to both CJI and C/J are uniquely 
determined and even parts of k give even parts of the periodic function, 
while odd parts of K give odd parts of the periodic function. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 2. 
Remark. We can also consider an extensron of the frequency class p. 
The same things hold as m the remark following Lemma 1 except that the 
degree of the polynomral multipliers is increased by one in this case. 
We shall have occasion to use the values of the solution y(t) and its first 
derivative y’(t) at t = 2qn when the initial values are y(O) = y’(O) = 0. 
LEMMA 3. In Eq. (2.2) let k(t) be of frequency class m, 0 < m < q and let 
y(t) be that solution of (2.2) for which y(0) = y’(0) = 0. 
Then if m # p, y(2qv) = y’(2qr) = 0. If m = p, 
y(2qrr) = - 1:“” k(s) 4(s) ds; y’(2qm) = 1”“’ k(s) F(S) ds. (2.11) 
0 
Proof. The solutron is given by 
y(t) = j; b(s) #(t) - W cp(t)> k(s) ds> 
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whence 
y~(t) == jt(d4 f(t) - +(4 4(t)) 44 ds. 
0 
Use the 2pa-periodrcity of g, and Z/ to obtam the integrals given above. If 
m # p, the integrals are zero by orthogonality. 
Remark. If A and B are the coefficients in (2.9) when k 1s in class p, 
(2.11) becomes 
3’(%4 = - $ jr ?‘(s)~ ds = - y ,:‘” r(s)2 ds, 
Y’(3754 = -t $ J;~(s)~ ds = $& s,” T(s)2 ds. 
(2.12) 
In case k(t) m (2.2) belongs to class 0 (i.e., 1s a-periodic) or belongs to 
class q (i.e., is 2rr-periodic and odd-harmonic), it is possible to give a 
reasonably simple answer to the following question. What are A and B 
such that 
j t, 6~44 W> - cl(s) v(t)) k(s) ds = WW + h(t) 4 BW) ? 
LEMMA 4. In (2.2) let k(t) be in either frequency class 0 or frequency class q. 
Let A and B be such that 
s t o (P)(S) #(t> - 4(s) v(t)) k(s) ds=WW +h(t) +W(t)- 
Let k(t) = k,(t) + k,(t), with k,(t) an even function and k,(t) an odd function. 
Let 
and 
vi(t) = k cos f v(t) + $ sin f 8)(t) 
&(t) = -B sin g q(t) + 01 cos $ t/(t). 
Then if k(t) is in frequency class 0, 
A= 2 si~p~,zn j; 4s) VI(S) ds = - sin~~,2q J,‘” k,(s) VI(S) ds 
-1 
B = 2/3 sin pvrr/2q s ~ k(s) ~1(') ds = - B sinlprr/2q j"" 'o(S) ~1(') 'S, 0 
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and if k(t) is in frequency class q, 
A = 2a co;;;r,2i [; k(s) v4(4 ds = - ’ jniz k(s) ch(s) d  a cosp7r/2q 0 
B= 2 cos;+q jn k(s) ~-4s) ds = cos ;n,2q ,.I” k,(s) ~4s) a’~. 
0 
Proof. The functions vi(t) and $r(t) are solutions of (2.1) which satisfy 
the initial conditions at t = CT/~ : ~,(7r/2) = 1, 93,‘(x/2) = 0, #,(7r/2) = 0, 
#,‘(rr/2) = 1. As a result, we have vr(t) = qr(n - t), #r(t) = -#,(n - t). 
If we set t = 0 in the relations 
.c t o (CD(S) W -#(s) dt ) 44 ds =W(t)) + 444 + W(t), 
! 
.t 
o (Y(S) G’(t) - $6) dt>) k(s) ds = WW + &‘W + W(t), 
we obtain L(k(0)) = --A, L(k(0))’ = --B. When k(t) is in frequency class 
0, L(k(t)) is n-periodic, so that L(k(r)) = --rl, L(k(r))’ = -B. Using 
this and setting t = 7r we find for A and B the system of equations 
s : MS) 9(n) -VW ~(4) k(s) ds =4+4 - 1) + fV(4, 
i’ 1 b(s) VW) -VW v’(4) 4) ds =h’(n) + BW(4 - 1). 
When solved for iz and B, this gives the integrals stated in the lemma. 
The integrals over the half-interval arise because k,(t) and k,(t) are even 
and odd about t = n/2 as well as about t = 0 (i.e., k,(t) = k,(r - t) and 
k,(t) = -k,(r - t)). 
When k(t) is in frequency class q, the reasoning is the same except that 
here L(k(t)) is 2rr-periodic and odd-harmonic so that L(k(n)) = A and 
L(k(n))’ = B. When k(t) is in frequency class q, k, is odd about t = m/2 and 
k, is even about t = a/2. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
3. DERIVATIVES OF F AND G OF THE FIRST Two ORDERS 
We return to the functions F([, 7, e) and G(,.$, ‘I, l ) as defined in (1.4). 
We wash to solve the system of equations F = G = 0 for [ and 7 as functions 
of E for small E. To do this we study the behavior of F and G near the point 
(0, 0,O) at which both functions vanmh. 
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Let us obtain the first partial derivatives of F and G at (0, 0, 0). 
F,(O, 0, 0) = x,(2977, 0, 0, 0) - 1, 
Fn(O, 0, 0) = 3~,(27q, 0 0, 01, 
F&4 0, 0) = 4&z, @‘A Oh 
G,(O, 0, 0) = xe’@q, 0, (IO), 
(3.1) 
G,(O, 0, 0) = q'(27rq, 0, 0, 0) - 1, 
G,(O, 0,O) = x<'(27rp,O, 0,O). 
We therefore need the partial derivatives x&t, 0, 0, 0), x,(t, 0, 0, 0), and 
x,(t, 0, 0, 0). These satisfy the equations 
x; + g’(x&>> xc = 0, xp(O) = 1, x;(o) = 0; 
x:: + g’(x&>> %J = 0, x,,(O) = 0, x,‘(O) = 1; (3.2) 
4 + g'(x&N x, = f(t), X,(O) = 0, Xc'(O) = 0. 
It is now clear from (3.2) that x((t, 0, 0, 0) = p(t) and that x,(t, 0, 0, 0) = 
#(t). x,(t, 0, 0, 0) satisfies Eq. (2.2) with K(t) =f(t) in frequency class 4 
(recall thatf(t) is 2r-periodic, even, and odd-harmonic) so that x,(t, 0, 0, 0) 
has the form 
44 0, 0, 0) = h,(t) + w(t), 
where h,(t) is even and in frequency class Q by Lemma 1 and 
1 s ml2 cE = - acos(p/2q) f(t) h(t) dt() 
by Lemma 4. 
With this information we can evaluate the six first partial derivatives in 
(3.1). We have 
F,(O, 0, 0) = y(2pr) - 1 = 0, F,,(O, 0, 0) = Wq4 = 0, 
F,(O, 0, 0) = x,(2p) = 0 
(3.3) 
GAO, 0, 0) = ~‘(32 > = 0, G,,(O,O,O) = 4'(2p-) - 1 = 0, 
G,(O,O,O) = x,'(2p) = 0, 
where we evaluated ~~(2477) and ~~‘(24~) by Lemma 3. All six first partial 
derivatives are zero. 
Let us now consider the second partial derivatives of F and G at (0, 0,O). 
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If a and b each represent any of the three variables 5, r), and e, we find that 
differentiation of the original equation (1.1) with respect to a and b, and then 
setting 5 = 7 = E = 0 gives 
x:b + c!+&)) x,b + d+dt)) %zxb = o (3.4) 
so that the second partial derivative xab = xab(t, 0, 0,O) satisfies Eq. (2.2) 
with K(t) = -g”(x,,(t)) x,(t, 0, 0, 0) x,(t, 0, 0, 0) and initial conditions 
X&(o) = x&(o) = 0. 
We have to determine the frequency classes of the periodic functions 
which appear in the right members for the six cases present. Note that 
g”(x,,(t)) is m frequency class 4 because g”(x) is an odd function. Also g”(xO(t)) 
is an even function. The products (p(t)2 and #(t)2 are even and involve terms 
in the classes 0 and 2~. The product p)(t) #(t) is odd and is in class 2~. For 
example, 
yJ(t)2 = L r(t)2 co9 L?(t) = 
8” 
3 (1 + cos se(t)). 
Now r(t) and am are in class 0 (being r-periodic) and 
cos 2e(t) = cos[(2p,/q) t + 2w(t)] 
is in class 2~. Hence v(t)” includes terms in class 0 and terms in class 2~. 
(We should also remark that since we do not always have 0 < 2p < Q, 
the frequency class 2p will be the frequency class m where 0 < m < 4 and 
m E &2p (mod 2q). Thus if p = 4 and 4 = 5, the classes p, 2p, 3p, 4p are 
classes 4, 8, 12, 16 which are 4, 2, 2, 4 since 2 = -8 and 2 = 12 and 
4 = -16 (mod 10)). In a similar way, the products v(t) xc(t) and ~,(t)~ 
involve terms in classes 0, 2p, and q - p and are even, while the product 
9(t) x,(t) involves terms in the classes 2p and q - p and is odd. We finally 
have for the right members in the six differential equations the following 
frequency classes: 
xEE and x,,,, : Classes q and q - 2p, even 
xEn : Class 4 - 2p, odd 
xEE and x,, : Classes q, q - 2p and p, even 
X llE : Classes q - 2p and p, odd. 
We can now use Lemma 3 to evaluate a great many of the second partial 
derivatives. According to Lemma 3 if the right member K(t) has no terms 
in frequency class p, the corresponding functions and their derivatives 
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vanish at t = 2qn and the partial derivatives are zero. Even if there are terms 
of class p in K(t), x,J2qr, 0, 0,O) = 0 if the right member is an odd function 
and x&(2qr, 0, 0,O) = 0 if the right member is an even function. This last 
remark shows already that we will have at (0, 0,O) 
F,, = F,,, = G,, = FCC = FCe = G,,e = 0. 
The question now arises as to when do we have terms in class p in the right 
member. The is always true for xpc , x,, , and x,, . However, and this is the 
way in which the special values of p/q set themselves off, the class q - 2p is the 
same as the class p when p/q = l/3, and only then. This shows that the case 
p/q = l/3 will be different at the level of second derivatives of F and G. 
LEMMA 5. When p/q # l/3, the second partial derivatives of F and G 
at (0, 0,O) have the values 
FtE = G,, = F,, = G,, = F,,, = G,, = FCE = GtlE = F,, = 0, 
(3.5) 
GfE = - g j+ g”(xo(s)) h,(s) Ye ds, 
0 
FnE = $ j+ g”&,(s)) h,(s) Ye ds, 
0 
Gee = - 4Qc, jTi2g”(xo(s) h,(s) TV ds. 
B” 0 
Proof. The vanishing of the derivatives not involving differentiation 
with respect to E follows from Lemma 3, since the frequency classes q and 
q - 2p are different from the class p. The vanishmg of FEe , GtlE, and FFc 
follows from the evenness or oddness of the right members. By Lemma 3, 
G,(O, 0, 0) = x;,(2qr, 0, 0, 0) = - j2*~s”(xo(s)) x,(s) am ds 
0 
2QV 
=- 
s d’(xoN) k(s) ds)’ ds 0 
since this term of the integrand comes from the part of the right member 
of the differential equation in class p. This simplifies stall further to 
1 
-- s 
29a 
2P2 0 
g”(~oW k(s) r(d2 ds 
a! 
s 
n/2 
- -- 
P” 
g%,(s)) h,(s) +I2 4 
0 
since the final integrand is an even T-periodic function. We neglected the 
term g”(x,(s)) h,(s) Ye cos 28(s), which is of frequency class 2p and hence 
has integral zero from 0 to 2qr. 
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In the same way, 
Finally, 
3 =- 
I 
nl2 
cd2 0 
g”(xo(s>> h,(s) N2 ds. 
G,, = x:,(2q~, 0, 0, 0) = - jx”” g (xo(s)) x,(s)’ cp(s) ds 
2Q77 
= -2c, 
s d’(~o(s)) k(s) P)(S)” ds 0 
= 4qc, vJ2 -__ 
s P” 0 
g”(xo(s>> h,(s) ds)2 ds- 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
When p/q = l/3 we must also take into account all the terms in frequency 
class 2q - p, which are present in the right members of all six differential 
equations. 
LEMMA 6. When p/q = l/3, the second partial derivatives of F and G at 
(0, 0, 0) have the following values: 
F,, = GEll = F,,, = FEE = G,,, = F,, = 0, 
3 
Gf, = -IBI” I 
n/z 
g’@,(s)) TV cos 30(s) ds, o 
F,,, = -G,,, = - -?- ~T’2g”(q(s) TV cos 38(s) ds, 
a”lPl 0 
(3.6) 
G,, = - + ,,I” g”(x,(s)) r(s)3 cos 38(s) ds - ” s”’ g”@,(s) h,(s) r(s)2 ds 
P” 0 
FnE = - 3c, jr” g”@,(s) r(~)~ cos 30(s) ds + $ j 
ml2 
a”IBI 0 g”(~o(sN he(s) +)’ ds 
G,, zzz - 5 j=” 
0 
g”(x,(s)) r(s)3 cos 30(s) ds - + ;li2g (x0(s)) h,(s) r(s)2 ds 
0 
Proof. The partial derivatives asserted to vanish do so because of the 
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evenness or oddness of the right members of the corresponding differential 
equations. Using Lemma 3, 
GfE = x;,(2q7r, 0, 0, 0) = - j;g”(r,(s)) P)(s)~ ds 
=-&5 s 
2m 
g”@,(s)) Ye cos3 B(s) ds o 
1 = -- 
I’ 6ng”(xo(s)) Ye cos 30(s) ds 4/1313 0 
- -,;I3 --I 
n/2 
g”(xo(s)) Ye cos 38(s)) ds. 
0 
The final simphfication is due to the fact that the integrand is in class 0, and 
so is an even r-periodic function. We have neglected a term with integrand 
g”(x,(s)) am cos e(s), which is in frequency class 1 and so has zero integral. 
Similarly, 
s 
2477 
F,, = -G,,,, = g”(~o(s>> v’(s) W2 ds 
0 
1 
s 
2qn 
=- 
a”IBl 0 
g”(xo(s)) Ye cos e(s) sin2 e(s) ds 
-1 =--- 
4a2 I B I I 
6”gn(Xo(S)) Y(s)3 COS 38(s) dS 
0 
-3 
s 
m/2 
Z--- 
a”lPl 0 
gyXo(S)) Ye COS 38(s) dS, 
G,, = - j:o,g”(s,(s)) q(s) ,(s)~ ds = -c, /;p,“(s,(s)) I’m ds 
I 
2Pr 
- g”(~oW Us) ~(4” ds 
--SC0 *n/2 
‘MJ, 
g”(X,(S)) Ye COS 38(S) dS - a 1 
WI2 
B 0 
g’%,(s)) k(s) ~(4~ ds, 
Fm = j;” g”(~o(sN 4s) 4(s)’ ds = cc j:” d’(~o(s)> v(s) #N2 ds 
+ jzq*f(~o(s)) h,(s) #(s)’ ds 
_ -3ie s/2 
s 
g”@,(S)) Ye COS 38(S) dS + $ j 
n/2 
a”IBI 0 
g”(~o(s)) W) ~(4~ 4 
0 
G,, = - J’2q=g”(xo(s)) x,(s)~ y(s) ds = -cc2 j2”g”(xo(s)) p)(s)” ds 
0 0 
- 2~ j:“” g’Vo(s)) k(s) cp(4” ds 
_ -3c2 =I2 
s 
12c s/2 
IBI” 0 
g’@,(s)) Ye cos 38(s) ds - --L 
s B2 0 
g"(xo(s) Us) N2 ds. 
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The integrand g”(x,(s)) hJs)s v( s is in the frequency class 4 - p which is class ) 
2, and so has zero integral. This completes the proof of Lemma 6. 
To conclude Section 3, we determine the asymptotic behavior of F and 
G at (0, 0, 0), partially, when p/q # l/3. The terms of degree 2 give 
(3.7) 
where I1 denotes the integral sz’2 g”(x,,(s)) h,(s) TV ds. 
Equations (3.7) show that the system F = G = 0 has a solution of the form 
5 = -GE + 44, rl = 44 
for small E. Terms of higher degree will be required to find solutions which 
are asymptotic to lower powers of E. 
The solution of (1.1) with these initial conditions is 
x = x,(t) + l &) + (-C.E) q(t) + O(E) 
= x,(t) + 4(t) + VP(~) - v?J(~) + o(c)) 
= @) + A(t) + 44. (34 
This solution is, of course, the 2rr-periodic solution x(t, E,, + E), which 
exists for small E, for all values of p and q. Note that the y(t) terms dropped 
out and that the term left is indeed 2+periodic. 
4. THE CASE p/q = l/3: EXISTENCE AND STABILITY OF SUBHARMONICS 
From the results of Lemma 6 we have that when p/q = l/3, 
(4.1) 
( 
3c 2I 6cJl --L-L+-.- 21/313 p2 c2+*-., 1 
where Ii is as in (3.7) and I, = $“g”(x,,(s)) Ye cos 30(s) ds. 
In the system F(f, r), l ) = G([, 7, G) = 0, replace .$ by EU, and q by EW, 
and divide each equation through by c2. 
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The result is the system 
(-3hb2 I B I) ZJv - [(3CEW I p I) - (6I&“)] v + O(E) = 0, 
222 -31 + 312.2 
( 
3d 611 - 2/P13 
2x2 I P I IBI” +7 > 
(4.2) 
_ 
( 
%% 
w3+ 8” S) + O(E) = 0. 
We can solve the system (4.2) for u and v as functions of E for small E if the 
system for E = 0 has simple solutions, i.e., solutions for which the Jacobian 
is not zero. Setting E = 0 in (4.2) and solving for (u, v) we find four solutions: 
(-cc,O), -c,-y,o,, ( 
( 
--c +2181~~ 2d/3lal4 21/3lorIIl c I,’ I, 1 ! ) 
--c +w14 
F -Ty’-- > 12 ’ 
and under the hypothesis that neither Ir nor Is is zero, these are simple 
solutions. 
Therefore for small E we can find four solutions of the system F = G = 0 
for [ and 7) as functions of E: 
5 = --c& + O(C), rl = 4E) 
(4.3) 
f -c + 2 I fi ’ I1 = ) E + O(E), 2 43 1 O1 111 rl = 
12 
E 
6 12 
+ o(c) 
= E 
( 
--E + 2/8/h 
12 ) 
E + O(E), 
rl” -2d314II 
12 
+ 44. 
The first of the four solutions in (4.3) corresponds to the harmonic solution 
x = x(t, E, + l ), as before. 
The other three solutions correspond to a subharmonic of period 677 
plus its two translates by 2~ and 4x. As explained in Section 1, the solutions 
-x(t + n), -x(t + 3rr), -x(t + 57) are the same as x(t + 41T), x(t), and 
x(t + 2~), respectively. 
For small c the three subharmonic solutions have the form 
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and with this we find 
which can also be written 
Now, 
w + 257) = % (t + 2n) + w(t + 274 = F + &) + qh = e(t) + qL. 
But if n, the number of the stability region, is even, 2rrp,/3 is equal to 
2(n - 1) n + (4a/3), while if n is odd, it is equal to 2(n - 1) QT + (2~/3), and 
this shows that if xl(t) represents the first subharmonic, the other two are 
in one order or the other xI(t + 2~) and xl(t + 4~7). 
This discussion has proved the existence for small E of a subharmonic of 
period 677 together with its two appropriate translations. 
THEOREM 1. Let p/q = l/3, and let neither of the integrals I1 and I, be zero. 
Then for small E there exist four 6+kodic solutions of the equation 
2 + g(x) = (&I + 4 f(t). 
The four solutions are: 
(a) the harmonic solution x = x(t, E,, + E), which is 2x-periodic and 
odd-harmonic. 
(b) a subharmonic solution of least period 6~: 
x = x,(t) + E [h<(t) - %r(t) cos O(t)] + O(C) 
together with its translates by 2rr and 47~. 
The proof of this theorem is contained in the discussion which precedes it. 
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We now investigate the stability of the various solutions found in Theorem 
1. The harmonic solution which is 2r-periodic is stable in the sense 
explained earlier. The associated variation equation is 
Y” + g’(@, -ql + c)> y = 0. (4.4) 
For E = 0 this is (2.1) which has, as a n-periodic equation, the characteristic 
multipliers e*zp?rlq, which are nonreal and of absolute value 1. Hence for small 
E the characteristic multipliers of (4.4) will also be nonreal and of absolute 
value 1, which indicates that for small positive damping the harmonic solution 
is stable. 
We shall find that the subharmonic solution is unstable. 
THEOREM 2. Of the periodic solutions found in Theorem 1, the harmonic 
is stable, and the subharmonics are unstable. 
Proof. Let a periodic solution from Theorem 1 be written in the form 
x(t) = x0(t) + -1(t) + E2X2(Q + o(c2), 
where 
d4 = h,(t) for the harmonic 
2nv7 
= h,(t) - Fr(t) cos [e(t) + ] (n = 0, 1,2) 
2 
for the subharmonics. 
The variation equation is 
Y” + g’(q)> y = 0, (4.5) 
which is 6rr-periodic. The product of the characteristic multipliers of (4.5) 
is +I. When E = 0, the characteristic multipliers are both + 1 (when the 
equation is considered as 6rr-periodic). We shall investigate the behavior of 
the sum of the characteristrc multipliers for small E. When E = 0, the sum 
is f2. When the sum is less than 2, the characteristic multipliers are nonreal 
and of absolute value 1, which will indicate stability. When the sum is greater 
than 2, the characteristic multipliers are real and separated by 1, which will 
indicate instability. The coefficient of y in (4.5) is 
g’(W = ~‘Mt)) + $+43(t)>(4t> + E2X2W + --I 
+ 3gn'(%(t))(q(t) + ‘W) + *..I” + *** 
= g’h(t) + a@> 
= g’(3dt)) + -&> + E2a2(t) + 06% 
where al(t) = g”(x,,(t)) q(t). 
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The solution of (4.5) with initial values y(0) = A, y’(0) = B is then the 
unique solution of the integral equation 
y(t) = A&) + W(t) - j:, W, 4 49y(s) ds, (4.6) 
where W, 4 = P)(S) W - #(s) VW 
If (4.6) is solved by successive substitutions, using ya(t) = AT(~) + B+(t), 
we find the expansion 
~0) = ho - j: K(t, 4 4,) ~o(sd 6 
The derivative y’(t) is computed by replacing K(t, sr) in each integral on the 
right by &(t, sl). 
Let v*(t) and 4*(t) be the fundamental solutions of (4.5). They correspond 
to ye(t) = v(t) and 4(t), respectively. We have to compute 97*(2n7r) + #*‘(2a7r). 
This means that for each integral we will replace the product K(t, Q) y(s,) 
bY 
The initial sum is ~(2pn) + #‘(2qn) = 1 + 1 = 2. Thus 
- j:” jr j;K(s 3 > 4 Kh ,sz) KG, , ~3) 44 44 44 6 6 ds, 
+ ***. (4.7) 
Since K(s i , sr) = 0, the single integral term always drops out. For the case 
p/q = l/3 we need only compute y*(2qvr) + #*‘(2qv) through terms in ~2. 
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In this case, (4.7) gives 
The solution for small E will be stable if the double integral is negative and 
will be unstable if it is positive. 
Because the integrand in the double integral is symmetric in sr and s, , 
the integral is one-half the integral over the square 0 < sr , s2 < 6~. On 
expansion it is found to be equal to 
For the harmonic solution, a,(s) = g”(x,(s)) h,(s), which is in frequency 
class 0. Hence 
j”” al(s) y(s) ds = $ Jong”(xo(s)) h,(s) Y(S) ds = 9 , 
0 0 
J 6n q(s) I/(S)” ds = 9 0 
and the double integral has the value -(36112/012/32), which is negative. Hence 
the harmonic solution is stable. For the subharmonics, 
u,(s) = g”(x,(s)) [h,(s) - +$ Y(S) 0x3 (e(s) + ?)I. 
Then 
I 6n 44 ds> W ds 0 
1 2nv 
= -___ 
s 6rrgrY 21431 0 
x0 s ( 1) ( 1” Y s sin 28(s) F Y(S) cos (e(s) + 3) ds 
2 
II 1 6a _ 
12 143 I 
i dY~o(S)) m3 
0 
X sin c ( 
30(s) + F) + sin (B(s) - T)] ds. 
{The h,(s) term contributes zero becauseg”(x,(s)) h,(s) cp(s) 4(s) is in frequency 
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class 2.) In fact the only term of the integrand which is in frequency class 0, 
and which can give a nonzero integral is that involving cos 30(s); so we 
finally obtain 
II 1 . 2n7r 6n 
- lJqy 3 0 
__ j g”(xo(s)) Y(S)S cos 3tys) as 
and since the integral is 121, , this finally gives 
-(121,/\ $I 1) sin(2nrr/3). 
In a similar way we find that 
s 6n 0 al(s)v(s)2ds = F-~cos~, 
s 6n a,(s) #(s)~ ds = 9 + 012 121, cos 3 2nrr . 
0 
This gives for the double integral the value 
lMI12 s1n2 2?m 36Ir” 108X,2 --- 
cql2 3 a”/32 + 
144112 cos2 2n7r 
ci.2p 
-=-• 
3 ciy 
Since this is always positive, the subharmonic is always unstable. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
5. THIRD DERIVATIVES OF F AND G 
We now consider third derivatives of F and G for the case that p/q # l/3. 
If a, b, and c are any of 6, 7, E, the partial derivative x&t, 0, 0, 0) satisfies 
the equation 
YZ + g’(xoW> Y = -dYxo(w%e(~) xc(t) + XacW Xb(4 + %I&) %(a 
- g”(xoW X@(t) w xc(t) (5.1) 
with the initial conditions y(0) = y’(0) = 0. 
To use the results of Section 2 we need the frequency classes to which the 
right members belong. The results of Section 3 show that the first derivatives, 
xe , x,, , and x, are all periodic and are in the frequency classes p, p, q and p, 
respectively. When p/q # l/3, the second derivatives x,, , x,, , and xnll are 
periodic and are in frequency classes q, q - 2p, p; q - 2p,p; q, q - 2p,p, 
respectively. The second derivatives xp, , x,, , and x,, are not periodic, since 
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they include terms of the form tp)(t) or t+(t), but in any case they are in 
frequency classes q, q - 2p, p; q - 2p, p; and q, q - 2p, p, respectively, 
although the class p is extended. 
As a result, the right member of (5.1) will include terms in the frequency 
classes p, 3p, q, q - 2p, and if none of a, b, or c is 6, this right member will 
be periodic. If any of a, b, c is E, the right member will not be periodic, and 
there may be periodic terms in classes q, q - 2p and p multiplied by t. 
The question arises as before as to which of the frequency classes p, 3p, q, 
q - 2p are the same as p ? The four classes are distinct so long as p/q # l/3 
or l/2. The case p/q = l/3 has already been treated. When p/q = l/2, the 
class 3p is the same as the classp. As a result of this, we will be able to resolve 
the question of subharmonics when p/q = l/2 by knowing the third 
derivatives. 
In the present section we shall compute certain of the third derivatives 
ofF and G when p/q # l/2 and whenplq # l/3. It turns out to be sufficient 
to compute those partial derivatives not involving differentiation with 
respect to E. 
The right member of (5.1), when all of a, 6, and c are either 4 or 7, is 
periodic. It is an even function for xpeE and xCnn , and is an odd function for 
xfh and xnnn . As a result we learn from Lemma 3 that 
FFEr = Get,, = FEtln = G,,,,,, = 0. 
We do not expect the remaining derivatives GCea , Ffr,, , GB,,,, , and F,,,, to be 
zero. 
Lemma 3 gives the following formulas for the derivatives in question: 
G,,, = - jzQng”(xo(s)) 3x,,(s) p)(s)” ds - /2Qwg”‘(xo(s)) v(s)” ds, 
0 0 
I 
2m 
Gcnn = - d’(xo(W44 P)(S) W + x,,(s) ~(4~) ds 
0 
29n 
- 
s d”(xo(s)) ~(4~ CW ds, 0 
F,,,, = j;g”(s,(s)) 3x,,,(s) W2 ds + j2Qvg’r’(xo(s)) W4 ds. 
0 
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We shall evaluate GEFE . The others are evaluated similarly. Let us first 
evaluate 
zzz +F4 J‘; g”(xo(t)) am cos4 e(t) dt 
= -p"Jr g"(xoW) rw4 (8 + B cos 2e(t) + Q cos 4e(t)) dt. 
Now the only term in the integral that can give a nonzero value is the term 
in frequency class 0. The others are in classes 2p and 4p, neither of which is 
class 0 since p/q # l/2. Hence the integral is 
-+/j-4 j:"" g”‘(xo(t)) r(t)4 dt. 
We now consider the integral 
s 2-m -3 g%oW dt)” s(t) dt 0 
= 3 j:“” j: deoW) VW2 MS) ?w - e> 93(t)) 
x g”@,(s)) dsY ds dt 
ZZZ 3P I 4 1-l jf” j: B”(~owg”(~o(sN r(t)” a3 
x co3 e(t) cos2 f?(s) sin(e(t) - .9(s)) ds dt. 
The trigonometric terms in the integrand give 
IL6 sin(e(t) - e(g) + IA6 sin(30(t) - 3ets)) + $s sin e(t) cos 3e(g 
+ .& sin 3e(t) cos e(s) - lle cos 3e(t) sin e(g - I$ cos e(t) sin 3e(+ 
Let us show that the final four terms contribute zero to the double integral. 
Consider 
2qn t 
s s 
g”(xo(t)) g”@,(s)) r(t)3 TV sin e(t) cos 30(s) ds dt. 
0 0 
The inner integrand g”(x,(s)) ( ) r s 3 cos 3ecs) is of frequency class q - 3p 
and is even. Hence the inner integral is of frequency class q - 3p and is odd. 
The integrand with t is now the product of an odd function of frequency 
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class p - p (g”(xa(t)) r(i)3 sin O(t)) and an odd function of frequency class 
q - 3~. Thus the t-integrand is even and is of frequency classes 2p and 4p, 
neither of which is class zero. Hence the integral vanishes. A similar argument 
will handle the remaining three of the last four terms. Hence the contribution 
to G,,, is 
jg I 4 1-l j:“” j:, g”(xo(tN g”(xo(4) m3 yN3 
x [3 sin(e(t) - O(s)) + sin(3O(t) - 34(s))] ds dt. 
We have found that 
3 2qn t 
GC55= 16,~9~,~x/3, o s 1 . o g”(x0(tN g”(x0W) y(t)’ yN3 (3 sin(@) - W) 
+ sin(38(t) - 319(s))) ds dt 
3 
.r 
2qn g”‘(xo(t)) r(t)4 dt = 313 31, 
--- V4 o 
--. 
16P41431 8P4 
The values of FCC,, GPn,, and F,,,, are found similarly. We summarize the 
results in the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Define the integrals I3 and I4 by the formulas 
4 = jff" j; g"(~o(wY~ow w3 m3 
X [3 sin(e(t) - O(s)) + sin(38(t) - 30(s))] ds dt, 
s 
24n 
I4 = g”‘(xo(t)) r(t)4 dt. o 
Assume that p/q is diferent from l/3 and l/2. Then at (0, 0, 0) the following 
third derivatives of F and G have the stated values. 
G,,, = (3U16P4 I 4 I> - (314/W4h 
Fen = (-h/16~2/32 I 4 I) + V4/8~2P2), 
F,,,, = (-3W6~4 I 4 I) + (I4IW. 
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We can now write the prmcipal terms of the functions F and G when 
p/2 # l/2, l/3. 
2qcJl E2 + . ..< -~ 
P” 
In Section 3 we found the solution of this system assuming 5 = UE, q = we. 
We now assume [ = u / E (ll2, 7 = v j E (lj2, where u = U(E) = u0 + o(l), 
u = V(C) = r~a + o(1) as E -+ 0. We assume that u0 and cuO are not both zero. 
If we set 5 = u 1 E /1/2, 71 = zi 1 E 11/2, we find 
F(u j E 11/2, v ( E l1i2, 6) 
__ v I E 13’2 012 [( 
14 13 I- 16 32 14 1 )(“1 ~2 + f) + Wdw ~11 + 4 E 13/2), 
G(u I E 11j2, v 1 E /l/2, c) 
u 1 E 13/z I4 -- [i -- 13 
fi2 16 
E + $ + 2ql,(sgn e)] + o(\ E j2i3). 
32 i 4 t p2 
If we divide by 1 E j3/2 and then set E = 0, we find that the point (uO , v,J 
must lie on the ellipse 
(uo”@“) + (%“b”) = &~d%n~)/[(~3/32 / @ 1) - V4/16)1) (5.2) 
In order to satisfy the equation F = G = 0 with 5 and 17 assumed 
proportional to positive powers of E, it is necessary to take one of them 
proportional to I E 11j2 and the other to a power at least as large in order to 
obtain solutions different from that found earlier. 
The situation will not be resolved completely in this paper. The ellipse 
(5.2) is real either for E > 0 or for E < 0 but not both, so we expect solutions 
with [ and 71 proportional to / E l1/2 either for small positive E or for small 
negative E but not for both. The leading terms for F and G are proportional 
in this case, so when p/q # l/2, l/3 we replace either F or G by the equation 
where K(t, 7, C) = ,5”qG([, 7, l ) + ~z~tF%([, 7, c). In this case, K(u 1 E /1/2, 
v 1 E j1j2, 6) will then be of higher order in E than j E 13/2. 
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6. THE CAKE p/q = l/2 
In this section we give the values of the same third partial derivatives of F 
and G as in the previous section, but for the case p/q = l/2. The results 
are different because when p/q = l/2, the frequency class 3p is the same as 
the frequency class p. 
From the values of the partial derivatives, we are able to deduce existence 
of subharmonics of least period 4~7 and to obtain information about their 
stability. There turn out to be two different possibilities. 
We will omit details of computation of the partial derivatives and also of 
the critical quantity for stability. The computations are similar to but longer 
than those given earlier. 
LEMMA 8. Let I, and I4 be as in Lemma 7. Let I5 and I, be deJned by 
I, = 
I6 = 
2qn t s I dYxo(tN f(~o(S>> r(t13 m3 0 0 
X [sin(%(t) + e(s)) - sin(b)(t) + 30(s))] ds dt, 
s 
2qn 
g”(xo(t)) r(t)4 cos 4e(t) dt. o 
Then in the case p/q = 112 the partial derivatives G,,, , FCsn , GE,,,, and F,,, , 
evaluated at (0, 0, 0) have the following values: 
F v?m = ,65;$3 1 + 2 - ,,k&9 1 + j&4 ’ 
Remark. The integrals I5 and I, are both zero if p/q # l/2, l/3. 
We now determine the solutions of F = G = 0 for small E in the case 
p/q = l/2. There is always the solution which gives the harmonic solution 
x(t, E, + E), and this solution is always stable. We will say nothing more 
about the harmonic solution. The solutions of F = G = 0 which correspond 
to subharmonic solutions have 4 and 7 of the order I E j1j2. Let 
J2 = (31,12 I 4 I) - I, . 
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Then using the results of Lemma 8 with these abbreviations we find the 
principal terms of F and G give 
If we write 5 = u / E /1/2, 7 = z, 1 E )lj2, where u = us + o(l), e, = v,, + o(1) 
as E ---f 0, we find for u,, and v, the equations 
-A + 3J2 u 2v + -A - I2 vo3 + 34 
48,z2,P ’ ’ 48~~~ 012 (w 4 v. = 0, 
JI + J2 uo” + JI - 312 uovo2 _ Wl 
(6.1) 
48p4 48a2p2 
8” (sgn e) u. = 0. 
If (u. , vo) is a simple solution of the system (6.1), this will give rise to a 
solution of the system F = G = 0 for 6 and 71 as functions of E, with 
5 = u. 1 E p/2 + o(l E /l/2), v = v. 1 E /l/2 + o(I E 11/y. 
The system (6.1) has the following solutions: 
(uo2/P2) = WWgn ML + J2)17 vo = 0, 240 = 0, 
(vo2b2) = P6qUw ML + J2>1, (6.2a) 
(~~~115~) = (vo”/~“> = WWl(w 4I(J1 - J2)l, (6.2b) 
and so long as J2 # 0 and 1 J2 1 # 1 Jr ) all eight solutions are simple. 
If 1 J2 / < I Ji I, all eight solutions are real either for E > 0 or for E < 0. If 
I J2 I > I J1 I th e solutions (6.2a) are real for one sign of E, and the solutions 
in (6.2b) are real for the other sign of E. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that J2 # 0 and that 1 J2 I # 1 J1 I in the case 
p/q = l/2. Then if I J2 I < 1 Jl 1 there exist eight subharmonic solutions of 
least period 47r of the equation 
xv + g(x) = (Eo + c>f(t) 
of the form 
x = x,(t) + I E ll’“(uo&) + %$w) + o(I E P). (6.3) 
These are real for E > 0 or for E < 0 according as I1 and I1 have the same sign 
or opposite sign. In (6.3), (u o , vo) is any of the eight solutions of the system (6.1). 
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The solutions fall into two sets, corresponding to (6.2a) and (6.2b). The four 
solutions corresponding to (6.2a) are a subharmonic xl(t) and the translations 
xl(t + 277), -xl(t + r) and -.q(t + 3~). Th e our solutions corresponding to f 
(6.2b) are similarly a subharmonic x%(t) and the translations x,(t + 2~), 
-x,(t + CT), and -x,(t + 3~). 
If 1 Jz 1 > 1 J1 /, four solutrons exist for E > 0 and four exist for E < 0. 
The solutions corresponding to (6.2a) exist .for E > 0 ;f Jz and I1 have the same 
sign and for E < 0 if Jz and I1 have opposite signs. The solutions corresponding 
to (6.2b) exist for E > 0 ifI, and Jz have opposite signs and for t < 0 af I1 and 
Jz have the same sign. The same remarks about translations hold as in the other 
case. 
Proof. The statements about existence of the solutions are obvious 
consequences of (6.2a) and (6.2b). The statements about translations follow 
from the symmetry of the differential equation and the remarks made in 
Section 1, where it was shown that when x(t) is a solution, so are x(t + 2mrr) 
and -x(t + (2m + 1)~) for all integers m. Since these translations are of 
necessity present, they must correspond to the other solutions in (6.2) as 
stated. 
Let us now consider the stability of the subharmonic solutions found in 
Theorem 3. After a very comphcated calculation it is found that the variatron 
equation corresponding to the solution (6.3) has the sum of its two charac- 
teristic multipliers 
9)*&4 + ~*‘PP-) = 2 - c2 [+ (J1 + Js)(Jl - 3J2) 
+ 7;8$34 -t-m? (21,’ + =J,Jz - 6J2) 
+ 76&2 --?- (J1 + J2)(J1 - 3 Jz) - & 44 Jdw 4 
- -g$& &J&w 6) + $$$-I + O(c2). 
For the solutions (6.2a) the expression in brackets reduces to 
(-32921~2/~“~z)[J2/(J, + JAI (6.4) 
and to 
(32421~21~z~2)rJz/(J, - 2)1 (6.5) 
for the solutions in (6.2b). The subharmonic is stable if the expression in 
brackets is positive, and is unstable if the expression is negative. 
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THEOREM 4. The subharmonic solutions found in Theorem 3 have the 
following stabilities: 
If 1 Jz 1 < 1 I1 /, the solutions corresponding to (6.2a) are stable if J1 and Jz 
have opposite signs and are unstable if Jl and Jz have the same sign, while the 
solutions corresponding to (6.2b) are stable if J, and Ja have the same sign and 
are unstable if J1 and Jz have opposite sign. In any case, four of the eight 
subharmonics are stable and the other four are unstable. 
If j Jz j > 1 J1 1, the subharmonics are always unstable. 
Proof. It is a simple matter to verify that the expressions (6.4) and (6.5) 
are positive or negative exactly when the solutions are asserted to be stable 
or unstable, respectively. 
Remark. Throughout this section it would have been proper to replace 
the symbol 4 by the number 2, since p/q = l/2. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The remarks in this section represent conjectures as to the probable 
development of the analysis for higher-order derivatives. The computations 
involved with the higher derivatives are, plainly speaking, awesome, and the 
author has not carried them out to any extent. It is probably best if the 
facts could be verified by some other type of analysis. 
It seems likely that the situation as regards subharmonics for a case p/q 
will be resolved at the stage of computing partial derivatives of F and G of 
order q - 1 when p and q are both odd and of order 2q - 1 if either p or q 
is even. The reason for this conjecture is the followmg. The frequency 
classes appearing in the right member of Eq. (2.2) for partial derivatives of 
order m are the first m classes in the sequence p, q - 2p, 3p, q - 4p,... . 
It is when the newest frequency class is the same as the class p that the partial 
derivatives may be expected to give simple intersections for the curves 
F = G = 0 (or for later cases the curves F = K = 0, where the function 
K was introduced at the end of Section 5). It is found that the class q - 2mp 
is the same as the class p exactly when p and q are both odd and 2m = q - 1. 
The class mp is the same as the class p if one of p and q is even and if 
m = 2q- 1. 
In analyzing the equation K(u 1 E /1/2, v 1 E 11j2, 6) = 0, near E = 0, the 
equation to determine u,, and vs should involve a homogeneous polynomial 
in u0 and v,, of degree q or 2q as the case may be, with coefficients of lower 
powers of E all droppmg out (this is what would seem difficult to verify in 
general) so that we would expect to find 2q or 4q points (u. , v,J on the ellipse 
(5.1), and approximately equally spaced around it. This would give the 
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correct number of subharmonics, two sets of q or 2q, and it is to be expected 
that one set will be stable and the other unstable. It does not seem likely 
that the phenomenon of subharmonics existing for both positive and negative 
E will occur except in the two cases studied in detail in earlier sections. 
In summary, if the situation is resolved with m-th partial derivatives of F 
and G, we expect for m > 3, (2m + 2) subharmonics, (m + 1) stable and 
(m + 1) unstable. For low values of m, we would expect the followmg cases 
of p/q to be resolved: m = 4 : p/q = l/5 and 315; m = 5 : p/q = 213; 
m = 6; p/q = l/7, 317, and 517; m = 7 : p/q = l/4 and 314; m = 8 : 
p/q = l/9, 519, and 719; m = 9 : p/q = 215 and 415. In general, for m even, 
we will have q = m + 1, p odd and relatively prime to q; and for m odd, we 
will have q = (m + 1)/2, p of opposite parity to q and relatively prime to q. 
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